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The frieling feelingTM
The heart and soul of the frieling feelingTM is building relationships. For more than two decades
we have closely listened to you, our friends and customers, to understand your needs and offer
you the best solution for your specific requirements. Speaking of relationships, we’re pleased to
bring you two new exclusive brands:
ADE scales combine handsome design, precision engineering and affordable pricing. These are
the most innovative kitchen and bathroom scales on the market.
For 125 years, Zenker has been manufacturing superior quality bakeware in Germany. We’re
offering a full range of styles and materials including cost-conscious tin-plate, non-stick and
extra sturdy enamel. Don’t miss our Layer Cake Slicing Kit on page 34.
We are fortunate to have earned not only the trust of our customers in North America and abroad,
but also to have nurtured long standing relationships with some of Europe’s best manufacturers,
in addition to our own collection. From Germany: Emsa, Zassenhaus, and Cilio. From France:
Sitram. From Great Britain: Victorian Baking Ovens. From Switzerland: Durgol.
Thanks to these strong alliances, Frieling’s fresh solutions™ will be there for you – backed by
innovation, durability and timeless appeal at affordable prices.
We were told it couldn’t be done. This inspired us even more to solve an unsolved problem, to
push the leading edge of product development. Today, the MILKchiller™ is fast becoming the
new Gold Standard in Coffee Cream Service everywhere. Be a part of it!
We’re passionate about finding new, high quality, innovative products at great prices – our
definition of fresh solutions™. You can view our products online at www.frieling.com. We
welcome your phone calls and comments, because at the end of the day, it’s not only about a
product or a solution to a problem. It’s about people.
It’s about you.

Monika M. Schnacke
CEO

Bernard U. Schnacke
President

Udo J. Robitsch
National Sales Manager

Frieling is a woman-owned minority business.

Customers who have the frieling feelingTM
“Frieling has always offered new and different products to the US Foodservice industry. Their
blend of imported European designs and proprietary manufactured products are fresh, high
quality and the result of thoughtful testing. The variety of innovative and interesting European
products is among the best in the US.”
Don Brandt, Merchandise Manager - Catering/Foodservice
Hubert Company
“Previn numbers among its clients the finest chefs and restaurants in the country.
And we all know that the best demand the best, both in terms of products and service. That’s
why we turn to Frieling! Not only are their products tops, but their service is over-the-top…
personalized as well as professional. They make us happy by helping us make our customers
happy.”
Helen London, President
Previn Incorporated
“In this day and time, it is a rare occasion when one can find a supplier that gives such outstanding
service, value, and quality of product that there never is a question about who you are going to
call. Frieling is such a supplier. I have used them for years and can safely say: I have always
had my needs and expectations more than fulfilled both by their staff and by the great line of
products they carry.”
Tom Brockenbrough, Regional Manager - Atlantic Coast
Royal Cup Coffee
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Our Exclusive Brands
Emsa was founded in Germany 61 years ago. Time flies; Frieling has been
Emsa’s exclusive distributor for 21 years. Emsa’s wide product range revolves
around the motto “the beauty of plastic is its versatility”.

Cilio and Frieling have been partners for 17 years. This fine German brand is
headquartered in the famous steel town of Solingen and is well known for its
high quality tabletop and serving accessories.

Zassenhaus was founded over 140 years ago, specializing in grinders ever
since. The vast experience and technical know how brings you the best of the
best in spice mills! Zassenhaus is a name you can trust.

For 60 years, Düring AG, the Swiss maker of Durgol®, has specialized in
decalcification. The assortment boasts various highly effective, yet gentle
decalcifiers for any and all appliance brands.

Sitram France has produced professional grade cookware for over 40 years.
Frieling supplies Sitram to the best hotels and restaurants in the country.
Professional chefs appreciate its highest quality.

Since 1980, Victorian Baking Ovens of Great Britain has been a specialist
manufacturer for potato ovens and countertop appliances. With their Soupercans™,
liquid foods have found an attractive home for maximum sales impact.

Frieling’s strategic alliance with Zenker brings you 125 years of bakeware
experience. To this day, every Zenker product is made in Germany; German
quality without the German price™.

For over half a century, ADE Waagen-Schmitt Germany has been producing
scales for industrial applications, health care, trade, food service, and now also
kitchen, bath and travel. ADE – the only weigh to measure™.

MILKchiller

The Ultimate Solution for Coffee Stations
Cools and Dispenses Coffee Cream

If you serve coffee,
you need a

NSF20 Certified

Innovative Concept

Cools and dispenses milk and cream anywhere coffee is served.

Increase Your Profitability

The MILKchiller™ provides a quick return on investment.

Easy to Use

Dispenses as little or as much as you like
with a simple push of the button.

Fast and Efficient

Insert disposable dispensing tube in ½ gallon dairy carton or refillable
container, drop assembly into cooling chamber, connect the air hose
and close the lid. That’s all!
After years of witnessing the lack of sanitary and effective dairy service, the idea for
the MILKchiller™ was born. As a former President of the Food & Beverage Association
of America (FBAA) and Hotel General Manager, Bernard Schnacke, co-founder
and President of Frieling, is fully aware of the importance of maximizing guest
satisfaction despite budget constraints and sanitary requirements.
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The New Gold Standard for Serving Coffee Cream
Cost Savings

• No waste, no pilferage
• Average savings of at least 50% over other systems
• Let us show you what you could save, day after day,
based on your usage!

Food Safety

• Dairy is constantly kept at a safe 41°F or below
• Contamination is impossible: no direct contact with milk inside
• Undispensed milk inside tube instantly flows back into the
container for continued cooling
Efficient Convenience Store Setting

Food Laws

• Many U.S. states prohibit refilling milk out of original packaging:
15 A NCAC 18A3263 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS states “The mixing
of cream and milk or the pouring of either into jars, bottles or other
containers for storage is prohibited.”

Convenience

• Insert a fresh container in mere seconds
• Easy & quick to clean (no disassembly – no lost parts)
• No need for constant temperature monitoring
• LCD display blinks “LOW” when almost empty
Contemporary Coffee Shop Appearance

Design

• Compact size – maximizes valuable counter space
(smallest dairy dispenser on the market)
• Portable – even outdoors
• Base can be secured to any surface for maximum stability
and to prevent theft

Go Green!

• Uses existing recyclable ½ gallon cartons or
our refillable plastic containers
• Eliminates plastic waste of single serve creamers
• Low energy consumption (comparable to a household light bulb)
• Superior thermal insulation offers improved cooling efficiency
Fine Dining Atmosphere
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MILKchiller

Dairy Cost Comparison and Savings:

Individual results may vary. Please contact us for a cost analysis tailored to your needs.

ANNUAL SAVINGS / CASE STUDIES

The above savings are too substantial to be ignored, as the following case studies confirm:
If you use just 3 gallons Half & Half per day
… compared to single serve units (2.5 cases):
• You save $8,877 per year with our refillable containers
• You save $5,658 per year with ½ gallon cartons
… compared to bag-in-box:
• You save $6,986 per year with our refillable containers
• You save $3,767 per year with ½ gallon milk cartons
If you use just 1 gallon Whole Milk per day
… compared to single serve units:
• You save $3,759 per year with our refillable containers
• You save $3,631 per year with ½ gallon cartons

Can you think of a simpler way to save this much money year after year, hassle free?
And that’s not all: You can reap similar savings on your Fat Free Milk, Low Fat Milk, etc.

Compact and Efficient

MILKchiller™ Benefits
3 Increase Profitability
3 Eliminate Clutter
3 Save Time & Labor
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Getting started is as easy as: 1 2 3
1

MILKchiller(s)™

0601 MILKchiller™

2

Choose your dairy container /dispensing tube.

½ gallon screw-top milk carton

Our refillable, dishwasher safe containers

0701

0702
0704

Disposable Dispensing Tube for ½ gallon milk carton

Disposable Dispensing Tube for refillable container
Refillable Container*
*Comes in a set of 3: One in the MILKchiller™, one in the
fridge (full), one in the dishwasher.

3

Place your order.

MILKchiller™ STANDS & CONDIMENT ORGANIZER
Maximize your counter space with these organizers.

0750 ABS Double Decker Stand
Houses two MILKchillers in the space of one! Made
out of black ABS plastic. MILKchillers not included.
Dimensions: 8½” W x 157/8” D x 15¾” H
0755 Chrome Double Decker Stand
Houses two MILKchillers in the space of one.
Made of heavy duty chrome nickel plated steel
(MILKchillers not included).
Dimensions: 85/8” W x 105/8” D x 16” H
0751 Condiment Organizer
Neatly contains it all! Condiment organizer with Divider
(condiments not included).
Dimensions: 6¼” W x 157/8” D x 15¾” H
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MILK2froth

ELECTRONIC MILK REFRIGERATOR
Froth milk at your espresso machine in mere seconds

Universal

Connects to all espresso machines that have a frothing nozzle and milk adaptor
– regardless of its brand.

Safe

Keeps milk cold near 37° F, far below the NSF requirement of 41° F.

Convenient

With a press of a button on the espresso machine, froth is delivered straight into
the cup. Refillable, dishwasher-safe container is stored in the cooling chamber.
Holds a generous 1.5 qt. of milk, despite its compact footprint.

Specifications

• Energy efficient: runs on 50 watts
• Whisper quiet
• White light blinks when milk container is almost empty.
Blue light confirms proper cooling function.
• Higher cooling efficiency due to Advanced Thermo-Electric
Cooling Technology combined with superior thermal insulation
• Includes 1.5 qt. dishwasher-safe plastic container
• Includes extra long power cord
• Compliant with environmental directives for manufacturing
and RoHS initiatives
• One-year warranty against manufacturing defects

Item
0505
0605
0730
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Description
MILK2froth™, Black
MILK2froth™, Stainless Steel
Refillable Container, 1.5 qt.

Height
11½”
11½”
10”

Width
7”
7”
3½”

Depth
10½”
10½”
3½”

decalcifiers

DURGOL SWISS ESPRESSO®

Specifically formulated to protect and care for ALL brands of high-end espresso machines:
Fully or semiautomatic machines, manual machines, even filter machines, electric water or tea kettles.
"Durgol is one of our best selling products! To date, we
never had a consumer complain about its effectiveness
in espresso machines. We actually recommend Durgol
for descaling those very delicate espresso machines
which many of our customers own."
Diane Abramo, Sales Manager
1st-line Equipment, LLC

0292 Durgol swiss espresso®
0291 Durgol swiss espresso®
2.64 gallon. Includes easy-pour nozzle.
2 x 4.2 fl. oz.
Ideal for ALL commercial espresso machines

"Frieling's swiss espresso® is essential in keeping
today's semiautomatic and superautomatic espresso
machines operating smoothly. We not only recommend
this product, our repair department has used this
excellent decalcifier for years and our customers
receive a free year's supply with their espresso
machine purchase. This stuff is dynamite! Trust us, it
really works."
Mike and Carol Hanika, Owners
Appliance Sales and Service/The Gourmet Depot

Why choose DURGOL swiss espresso®? See how it compares:

3 Safe for all brands
3 Easy to use
3 10 times faster

DURGOL EXPRESS® UNIVERSAL

Get rid of lime deposits anywhere, fast. The ideal multi-purpose decalcifier for countless items: ice makers,kettles,
bain-maries... basically any and all appliances that use water. Its special formula is safe to use on utensils that
come in contact with food. Durgol Express® Universal is possibly the most thorough decalcifier in the world!
0296 Durgol Express® Universal, 17 fl. oz. bottle

For more information, view Durgol video at: http://frieling.com/news-media/video-2
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coffee & tea service

ULTIMO FRENCH PRESS
mirror finish

Best-selling not only for their gorgeous looks! These French presses are
virtually unbreakable thanks to double-walled 18/10 stainless steel. The
double wall design keeps coffee hot longer: 4 times longer than glass.
Polished mirror finish outside and a brushed finish inside.
All parts dishwasher safe. Replacement parts are available.
Item
0101
0102
0103
0104

Volume
11 fl. oz. / 0.30 L
22 fl. oz. / 0.65 L
28 fl. oz. / 0.80 L
42 fl. oz. / 1.52 L

Height
6¼”
8”
8½”
9½”

Footprint
27/8”
3¼”
35/8”
4”

ULTIMO FRENCH PRESS
brushed finish

You asked for them – here they are! Same quality as our proven mirror finish
French presses, now also available brushed! Brushed finish inside and out.
Enjoy the same benefits: extremely durable thanks to double-walled 18/10
stainless steel (also keeps coffee hot longer). All parts dishwasher safe.
Replacement parts are available.

Item
0141
0142
0143
0144
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Volume
11 fl. oz. / 0.30 L
22 fl. oz. / 0.65 L
28 fl. oz. / 0.80 L
42 fl. oz. / 1.52 L

Height
6¼”
8”
8½”
9½”

Footprint
27/8”
3¼”
35/8”
4”

PLATINUM INSULATED SERVER

Serve coffee, tea or water in style. A sturdy hinge permanently attaches the lid to the vessel. Double wall
insulation keeps contents hot or cold longer, without condensation marks. Made of mirror finish 18/10
stainless steel. Dishwasher safe.
Item
0113
0114
0115
0116

Volume
11 fl. oz. / 0.30 L
22 fl. oz. / 0.65 L
28 fl. oz. / 0.80 L
42 fl. oz. / 1.52 L

Height
6¼”
8”
8½”
9½”

Footprint
27/8”
3¼”
35/8”
4”

TEA INFUSER for PLATINUM SERVER

A high quality micro-etched tea infuser will transform the Platinum server into a Platinum
teapot for loose tea. The infuser features a micro-etched design to bring out the tea’s maximum
flavor, and a fold-away handle. Made of 18/10 stainless steel.
0133
0134

Tea Infuser for 11 fl. oz. Platinum Server #0113
Tea Infuser for 22 fl. oz. Platinum Server #0114

TIMER for FRENCH PRESS COFFEE

No more guess work: This electronic timer is pre-programmed for 4 minutes, the recommended
brewing time for French press coffee. Simply clip onto any plunger rod or attach with built-in
magnet. One timer fits all coffee presses. The alarm is discreet yet noticeable. Lithium battery
included. 2¾” x 1¾”.
C153088

French Press Timer
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coffee & tea service

PRIMO TEAPOT
with INFUSER BASKET

An elegant solution to serving tea: Each teapot
comes with a basket featuring a fold-away
handle. Even the smallest tea particles are
held back thanks to the infuser’s micro-etched
design. The durable, single walled teapot
boasts a mirror finish outside and brushed
finish inside.
A tight fitting lid ensures safe pouring. Use
with infuser for loose tea, or remove infuser for
tea bags. Both teapot and infuser are made of
18/8 stainless steel. Dishwasher safe.
0120
0121
0122

Teapot with infuser, 14 fl. oz.
Teapot with infuser, 22 fl. oz.
Teapot with infuser, 34 fl. oz.

TEA MAKER

A perfect match to our French presses and Platinum servers. This double-walled 18/10
stainless steel tea maker keeps tea hot longer. A large, stainless steel mesh infuser
basket is included. Remove the basket and use the pitcher to serve milk, water, or
juices. Dishwasher safe. 4 – 6 servings, 20 fl. oz.
0110 Tea Maker

SUGAR BOWL with SPOON

Mirror finish outside, brushed inside. 5” spoon included.
Dishwasher safe. 9 fl. oz. capacity. H 4”, footprint 3¼”.
0106

Sugar Bowl with Spoon

CREAMER

Mirror finish outside, brushed inside. Dishwasher safe.
9 fl. oz. capacity. H 4½”, footprint 2¾”.
0105

Creamer

SPOON

5” long. Mirror finish. Dishwasher safe.
0107

Spoon

TRAY

Rounds out the service: 93/8” x 55/8” (outside), 7¼” x 3½” (inside)
Mirror finish. Dishwasher safe.
0109
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Tray

BREWING ACCESSORIES
COFFEE FILTER HOLDER

3 Brew smart and fresh when only small quantities are needed
3 Upgrade your coffee service by brewing the old fashioned way
3 Made of fire-proof hard porcelain

How to brew: Rinse filter holder with hot water. Set atop coffee pot,
insulated server or mug. Place a permanent or paper filter inside
holder. Add ground coffee (medium to fine grind). Per cup (5 fl. oz. /
150 ml) use 0.3 oz. / 8 g freshly ground coffee. In a separate vessel,
pre-measure water and heat to approx. 200° F (just below full boil).
Starting in the center, pour a small amount of water in a circular motion
over the ground coffee until the surface is wet. Wait for a half minute to
let the coffee “bloom”, then slowly add the remaining hot water. Total
brew time should be between 2½ up to 3 minutes.
C105162
C104943
C105179

Filter Holder #2, yields approx. 2 – 6 cups
Filter Holder #4, yields approx. 6 – 12 cups
Filter Holder #6, yields approx. 12 – 18 cups

PERMANENT COFFEE FILTERS

High quality 18/10 stainless steel foil coated with gold tone. The foil features microetched openings to allow the flavor carriers (colloids) to pass through while holding back
all solids. Easy to clean, no residue build-up, and no waste. Each Gold Filter comes with
a fold-down handle. Solid horizontal line serves as convenient “maximum fill line”.
G2010
G2011

Gold Filter #2 fits all coffee machines that use a #2 cone filter (up to 6 cups).
It also fits our #2 Porcelain Filter Holder above.
Gold Filter #4 fits all coffee machines that use a #4 cone filter (up to 12 cups).
It also fits our #4 Porcelain Filter Holder above.

TEA INFUSERS with LID/DRIP TRAY

Made of micro-etched 18/8 stainless steel. Includes cover to keep tea hot during steeping; reverse lid to serve as drip tray after steeping.
G2001
G2002

3” tall, fits mugs and teapots with an opening diameter of 2½ - 3¼”
3¾” tall, fits mugs and teapots with an opening diameter of 21/3 - 3¼”
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insulated servers
Frieling and Emsa began their strategic
alliance in the United States 21 years
ago. Emsa is a leading manufacturer of
insulated serveware, kitchen accessories
and other high-impact plastics, and was
established in Germany over 60 years ago.
Customers in more than 140 countries
worldwide trust the Emsa name. Countless
design awards prove them right.

AUBERGE: Vacuum Beverage Servers with Quick-Tip™ lid

• Quick-Tip™ self sealing lid: Open, pour and close with one hand
• Drip free spout. A sturdy seal prevents liquid from flowing through the lid
• Dent/scratch resistant, high impact plastic absorbs shock more efficiently than a metal carafe,
making the server very “ding resistant”
• Multi-level coating process results in superior chrome plating
• 100% quality assurance; each Aroma Seal™ hard glass liner undergoes strictest quality control
• Superior heat/cold retention

AUBERGE CLASSIC QUICK-TIP™
Blue
Item
0621 350400
0621 650400
0621 100400
0621 150400
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Volume
12 fl. oz. / 0.35 L
22 fl. oz. / 0.65 L
34 fl. oz. / 1.00 L
51 fl. oz. / 1.50 L

Heat/Cold
Retention
6/12 hrs.
8/16 hrs.
10/12 hrs.
10/20 hrs.

Height
6½”
7¾”
8½”
9¾”

Footprint
4¾”
5¼”
5¾”
6¼”

AUBERGE CLASSIC QUICK-TIP™

An Absolute Best Seller! Multiple sizes to suit all serving needs:

White
Item
0621 351200
0621 651200
0621 101200
0621 151200
E504650

Volume
12 fl. oz. / 0.35 L
22 fl. oz. / 0.65 L
34 fl. oz. / 1.00 L
51 fl. oz. / 1.50 L
68 fl. oz. / 2.00 L

Heat/Cold
Retention
6/12 hrs.
8/16 hrs.
10/12 hrs.
10/20 hrs.
11/22 hrs.

Height
6½”
7¾”
8½”
9¾”
11½”

Footprint
4¾”
5¼”
5¾”
6¼”
7”

Chrome
Item
0624 351600
0624 651600
0624 101600
0624 151600
E504651

Volume
12 fl. oz. / 0.35 L
22 fl. oz. / 0.65 L
34 fl. oz. / 1.00 L
51 fl. oz. / 1.50 L
68 fl. oz. / 2.00 L

Heat/Cold
Retention
6/12 hrs.
8/16 hrs.
10/12 hrs.
10/20 hrs.
11/22 hrs.

Height
6½”
7¾”
8½”
9¾”
11½”

Footprint
4¾”
5¼”
5¾”
6¼”
7”

Height
7¾”
8½”
9¾”

Footprint
5¼”
5¾”
6¼”

AUBERGE BRILLIANT QUICK-TIP™

New Look – same features and quality as our Auberge Classic.

White
Item
E507421
E507422
E507423

Volume
22 fl. oz. / 0.65 L
34 fl. oz. / 1.00 L
51 fl. oz. / 1.50 L

Heat/Cold
Retention
8/16 hrs.
10/12 hrs.
10/20 hrs.

Height
7¾”
8½”
9¾”

Footprint
5¼”
5¾”
6¼”

Chrome
Item
E507427
E507428
E507429

Volume
22 fl. oz. / 0.65 L
34 fl. oz. / 1.00 L
51 fl. oz. / 1.50 L

Heat/Cold
Retention
8/16 hrs.
10/12 hrs.
10/20 hrs.
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insulated servers

KONSUL Quick-Tip™

For better service:
Features a self-sealing lid for one-hand operation. Opening is large enough to accommodate ice cubes. Double-walled vacuum
insulation keeps beverages hot or cold longer.
For convenience:
100% sanitary - No hidden or hard to clean areas! Dishwasher safe body (lids: hand wash only).
For longevity:
Konsul is made of a polished, 18/10 stainless steel exterior and a matte stainless steel liner, rendering it virtually unbreakable.
Its lid, spout and handle are made of durable PP.
Item
E502481
0628 131600
0628 181600
E502482
0628 130400
0628 180400

Description
Black
Black
Black
Blue
Blue
Blue

Volume
22 fl. oz. / 0.7 L
44 fl. oz. / 1.3 L
61 fl. oz. / 1.8 L
22 fl. oz. / 0.7 L
44 fl. oz. / 1.3 L
61 fl. oz. / 1.8 L

Heat/Cold
Retention
6/12 hrs.
10/20 hrs.
12/24 hrs.
6/12 hrs.
10/20 hrs.
12/24 hrs.

Height
7½”
9”
10”
7½”
9”
10”

Footprint
5¹/8”
5½”
5½”
5¹/8”
5½”
5½”

SAMBA QUICK PRESS™

Pressing the button on the lid opens the carafe for easy pouring. Features an Aroma Seal™, sturdy glass liner. Compact size.
Item
E504231
E504232
E504235
E504229
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Description
Translucent Blue
Translucent Red
Translucent Black
Solid White

Volume
34 fl. oz. / 1.00 L
34 fl. oz. / 1.00 L
34 fl. oz. / 1.00 L
34 fl. oz. / 1.00 L

Heat/Cold
Retention
8/16 hours
8/16 hours
8/16 hours
8/16 hours

Height
9½”
9½”
9½”
9½”

Footprint
6½”
6½”
6½”
6½”

ELEGANZA

Our Eleganza Thermo Steel™ servers have become favorites for many reasons: Easy one hand use thanks to a sturdy hinged lid
with a robust lever. 18/10 double-walled stainless steel makes Eleganza the unbreakable solution for high traffic environments.
It is at home on room service trays and small tables thanks to its small footprint. Heavier gauge steel for improved heat retention;
lid, spout and handle made of chrome plated zinc die casting. Dishwasher Safe.
Item
E502663
E502488
E502489
E502664
E506457
E506458

Description
Server
Server
Server
Server
Sugar Bowl w/ Spoon
Creamer

Volume
10 fl. oz. / 0.3 L
20 fl. oz. / 0.6 L
34 fl. oz. / 1.0 L
44 fl. oz. / 1.3 L
8 fl. oz. / 0.25 L
10 fl. oz. / 0.3 L

Heat/Cold
Retention
4/8 hrs.
6/12 hrs.
8/16 hrs.
9/18 hrs.

Height
5½”
7½”
10½”
11”
2½”
4½”

Footprint
4¹/8”
4¹/8”
4¹/8”
4¾”
3½”
3”

Dishwasher safe (upside down with lid open)
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airpots

PRESIDENT AIRPOT

18/10 s/s exterior and liner create a double-walled construction. Dispenses
up to 6.5 fl. oz. per pump. Convenient brewing: Lid opens 115° to fit under
commercial coffee brewers. With lid open, you can brew directly into the
airpot (no need to remove pump assembly). Lid detaches completely
for easy cleaning.
Heat/Cold Height
Item
Volume
Retention (with lid)
0637 201600 68 fl. oz. / 2.0 L 10/20 hrs. 11¾”
0637 301600 101 fl. oz. / 3.0 L 12/24 hrs. 14½”

Height
(without lid) Footprint
9½”
6”
11¾”
6”

PRESTO AIRPOT

18/10 s/s with double-walled s/s liner. Easy dispensing thanks to lever lid. Rotating base makes
dispensing extra-convenient. Cups and mugs (up to 5¼” H) can rest on the adjustable drip tray
while dispensing. Tray is dishwasher safe. Twist on/off pump head (no hinges) for easy filling
and cleaning. Innovative back-flow device prevents dripping and increases heat retention.
Handle lifts up for safe transportation.
Item
E500833

Volume
101 fl. oz. / 3.0 L

Heat/Cold
Retention
18/36 hrs.

Height
(with lid)
16¹/8”

Height
(without lid)
13¾”

ADHESIVE LABELS

Identify contents with these laminated and dishwasher safe labels.
Labels come in sets of 10 each.

Coffee Labels

Milk Labels

9401
9402
9403
9404

9405
9406
9407
9408

2½” x 1½” Ovals, black with white imprint.
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Coffee Label
Decaf Label
Hot Water Label
Blank Label

2” x 1” Ovals, white with black imprint.
Skim Milk Label
2% Milk Label
Milk
Cream

Footprint
6¼”

electric food warmers

SOUPERCANS™

These food warmers enhance any buffet
• Merchandiser for soup, oatmeal, chili…
• 6 quart capacity
• Small footprint of only 9.75” - fits everywhere
Designed with safety in mind
• Superior insulation keeps housing cool
• Dry basin prevents water spills or floating liners
• No steam, no scalding

Three gold plated brass
labels are available:
“HOT SOUP”
“HOT AND TASTY”
“HOT OATMEAL”

Stainless steel components (included):
• Removable insert plus lifting collar
(for easy exchange of inserts)
• Hinged lid and serving ladle
Specifications:
• Adjustable temperature control
• Maintenance-free operation
• Low energy consumption
• ETL certified 120V – 60Hz – 300 Watt
• Parts available
• 1 year warranty
Volume Height Footprint
6 Quart 15¾” 9¾”

ORIGINAL

Exterior: Fired Enamel.
7405 Original

BALMORAL COPPER

SANDRINGHAM

7401 Balmoral Copper

7402 Sandringham, black
7403 Sandringham, bronze

Solid copper exterior with gold
plated brass embellishments.

Textured exterior with gold-plated brass embellishments.
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serving

FLOW CARAFE

FLOW keeps beverages cool for up to 4 hours, thanks to an innovative cooling disc inside the s/s
coaster. This elegant glass carafe is perfect for serving water, wine, juice, iced tea, mixed drinks…
A high value combination of blown glass and brushed stainless steel with a practical, self closing
lid. Designed by attivo, Milan (Italy). 5½” diameter, 11½” tall. Replacement parts are available.
E505219 FLOW Carafe, 34 fl. oz.

WAVE CARAFE

Clearly a more attractive alternative to the common water pitcher. Plus, WAVE features a shaped
spout for easy and safe pouring. A strainer insert holds back ice cubes and lemon slices. Made of
durable SAN plastic (but with the look of expensive mouth blown glass). Ideal for poolside use.
Item
Description Volume
Height Footprint
E507070 Carafe
34 fl. oz. / 1 L 11½” 4½”
E507071 Tumbler
10 fl. oz / 0.3 L 41/3” 21/3”
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CHOCOLATE FONDUE

2-cup porcelain fondue pot rests on a porcelain base that houses a tea light. The set is
topped off with 4 color-coded forks. Compact size and only 5” diameter! Height: 10”
C104417 Chocolate Fondue

TABLE WASTE BIN

Great on the table, buffet or coffee station. Swings open and closes with ease. Matte/polished
combination finish. Dishwasher safe. 18/10 s/s. 65/8” tall, 4¾” dia.
0112 Table Waste Bin

ACCENTA SHAKERS

Durable SAS plastic with the look of expensive glass. A clear base allows for viewing the
contents. 18/10 brushed s/s screw-on top with three pour holes. Can be used for either
salt or pepper. 1.55” diameter, 3.2” tall.
E504673

Accenta Salt & Pepper Shaker, 9 pcs.

WHISK KEY RING
Chefs and bakers unite! Don’t hide your talent and passion! Great give-away, too. 3” long.
0063

Whisk Key Ring
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wine & barware
cilio and Frieling have been partners
for over 17 years. This fine German
brand is headquartered in the famous
steel town of Solingen and is well
known for its high-quality, stylish
yet utilitarian products.

DECANTING FUNNEL

The curvature of the funnel directs
wine flow to the decanter’s inner wall,
minimizing disturbance. Fine mesh filter.
18/10 s/s. 7” long. 3” diameter.

DUCK WINE DECANTER

Lead free glass decanter. 1 L (34 fl. oz.)

CLASSIC WINE DECANTER

11” long. 45/8” footprint.

Lead free glass decanter. 1.5 L (51 fl. oz.)
9½” tall. 9” footprint.

C236002 Duck Wine Decanter

C236019 Classic Wine Decanter

C200607 Decanting Funnel

ICE CRUSHER

Manual ice crushers are small, light weight and easily
transported as needed. Both models feature high quality
stainless steel blades.
Item
Description
C203332 Deluxe, chromed metal, incl. ice scoop, 5” x 6½” x 10½”
C202465 Acrylic, 4½” x 4½” x 9”
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ICE BUCKET

Elegantly brushed stainless steel liner is
encased in acrylic to form a double wall
insulator for extended cooling. Eliminates
condensation.
7½” tall. 47/8” footprint.
C150469 Ice Bucket with Tongs

ACRYLIC BOTTLE COOLER

Brushed stainless steel body is encased
in acrylic to form a double wall insulator.
Eliminates condensation. Fits most sizes
of wine and champagne bottles.
9” tall. 35/8” footprint.
C150476 Acrylic Bottle Cooler

STAINLESS STEEL
BOTTLE COOLER

Double-walled 18/10 s/s for better
insulation. Keeps beverages at proper
serving temperature without ice
(keeps cool even longer by pre-chilling
the cooler). Fits most sizes of wine and
champagne bottles. Dishwasher safe.
Eliminates condensation.
7¾” tall. 45/8” footprint.
0639 101600 Stainless Steel Bottle Cooler

SOFT TOUCH BOTTLE COOLER

Innovative soft touch coating is scratchproof and easy to clean. PP is the material of choice for the soft touch coating,
coupled with durable 18/10 stainless steel. The cooler offers superior cold retention thanks to an encased cooling fluid
(6+ hours if pre-cooled in freezer). Eliminates condensation.
Item
E507602
E507603
E507604
E507605

Color
Black
Brown
Midnight Blue
Eggplant

Outside
Diameter
5”
5”
5”
5”

Outside
Height
7¾”
7¾”
7¾”
7¾”

Inside
Diameter
3¼”
3¼”
3¼”
3¼”

Inside
Height
7”
7”
7”
7”

Soft Touch ~ Trendy Colors ~ Ice Cold
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spice mills

Zassenhaus and cilio
have a lot in common:

• 25-year warranty on the grinding mechanisms
• Infinite settings from fine to coarse
• Easy refilling without losing your settings
• All models shown are also available as salt mills.
Please specify on your order.

All Zassenhaus mills are equipped with a high performance Cera-Plus®
ceramic grinding mechanism. It is 100% corrosion-free and harder than steel
for years of carefree use; real work horse for pepper, salt, spices and herbs.

For pepper, cilio mills come with a superior stainless steel grinding
mechanism. Its specially designed grinding geometry sharply cuts the
peppercorns to release their full aroma.
For salt, to prevent corrosion, cilio mills feature a high-quality, multipurpose ceramic grinding mechanism.

MUNICH

FRANKFURT

Beech / Stainless Steel
Item
C020601
C020625
C020649
C020588
C020595
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Description
Natural Beech
Dark Stained
Matte Black
Gloss Black
Gloss Red

Beech
Size
18”
18”
18”
18”
18”

Item
C021103
C021318
C021127
C021158
C021295
C021172

Description
Natural
Natural
Natural
Wenge
Wenge
Wenge

Size
7.1”
9.4”
11.8”
7.1”
9.4”
11.8”

AUGSBURG

HAMBURG

Beech / Stainless Steel
Item
C025002
C025026
C025040
C025064

Description
Cherry
Cherry
Black
Black

Size
5.5”
7.1”
5.5”
7.1”

CAPRI

Description
Natural
Black
Walnut

Size
7.1”
7.1”
7.1”

Item
Description Size
C603965 Cherry
6”
C603989 Cherry
8”

TORINO

Wood / Acrylic
8.7”
8.7”

NEUSS
Acrylic

C035216 Clear

Item
C020700
C020731
C020762

Beech / Stainless Steel

POSITANO

Wood / Stainless Steel
C607765 Rosewood
C607789 Zebrawood

MILANO

Beech / Stainless Steel

C607802 Rosewood
C607826 Zebrawood

Acrylic, electric w/ LED
C614053 Clear/Stainless 8”

8”
8”

NUTMEG GRINDER

AACHEN

C609714 Clear/Chrome 4”
C609707 Clear
4”

C035063 Clear
C035162 Clear

Acrylic, includes 6 nutmeg seeds
5.1”

Acrylic

7.1”
9.4”
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cookware

SITRAM COOKWARE

Sitram is favored by many of the world's top executive
chefs. Founded in France in 1960, Sitram launched
the world's first stainless steel cookware and the first
pressure cooker in 1963.

PROFISERIE
THE PROFESSIONAL'S CHOICE WORLDWIDE

• 18/10 stainless steel with matte finish
• 5 mm / 0.2” thick aluminum disk sandwiched between stainless steel ensures even heat distribution
• Tubular stay-cool handles; spot welded for durability and easy cleaning
• Dishwasher and oven safe
• NSF certified
• Limited Lifetime Warranty
• INDUCTION READY

PROFISERIE FRYPAN
Item
Diameter
Height
Weight

A20195
77/8”
2”
1.55 lbs

A20201
9½”
2”
2.20 lbs

A20218
11”
2”
3.35 lbs

A20225*
13½”
23/8”
6.40 lbs

A20331 A20348
0.35 lbs 0.45lbs

A20355
1.0 lbs

A20386
1.60 lbs

Matching Lids:
Lid
Weight

* Largest pan #A20225 comes with helping handle
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PROFISERIE SAUCEPAN with 2 POURING SPOUTS

PROFISERIE SAUTE PAN

Item
Diameter
Volume
Height
Weight

Item
Diameter
Volume
Height
Weight

A33256
4¾”
0.6 qt
25/8”
0.75 lbs

A33263
5½”
1.1 qt
3”
0.95 lbs

A34185
6¼”
1.7 qt
31/3”
1.20 lbs

Matching Lids:
Lid
Weight

-

A32563
4¾”
0.6 qt
25/8”
0.70 lbs

A34192 A20317
0.25 lbs .45 lbs

Lid
Weight

A20010
5½”
1.1 qt
3”
0.90 lbs

-

A20348 A20355
0.45 lbs 1.00 lbs

PROFISERIE SAUCIER PAN
A20027
6¼”
1.7 qt
31/3”
1.60 lbs

A20034
7¹/8”
2.4 qt
3¾”
1.50 lbs

A20041
77/8”
3.3 qt
41/8”
2.20 lbs

A20058
9½”
5.4 qt
5”
3.65 lbs

A20065
10¼”
6.9 qt
51/3”
3.70 lbs

A20072
11”
8.6 qt
5¾”
4.30 lbs

Matching Lids:
Lid
Weight

A20249
11”
4.9 qt
3½”
3.55 lbs

Matching Lids:

PROFISERIE SAUCEPAN
Item
Diameter
Volume
Height
Weight

A20232
9½”
3.3 qt
3”
2.80 lbs

Item
Diameter
Volume
Height
Weight

A27672
77/8”
2.1 qt
3”
1.25 lbs

A20256
9½”
3.4 qt
3½”
2.35 lbs

Matching Lids:
A34192
0.25 lbs

A20317 A20324 A20331 A20348
0.45 lbs 0.30 lbs 0.35 lbs 0.45 lbs

A32495 A20355
0.65 lbs 1.00 lbs

Lid
Weight

A20331 A20348
0.35 lbs 0.45 lbs
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PROFISERIE BRAISIER CASSEROLE
Item
Diameter
Volume
Height
Weight

A20102
77/8”
3.2 qt
41/8”
2.75 lbs

A20454
10¼”
6.9 qt
51/3”
3.85 lbs

A20430
11”
8.6 qt
5¾”
5.50 lbs

A20423
12”
11.2 qt
61/8”
6.95 lbs

PROFISERIE RONDEAU CASSEROLE
A20416
13½”
15.3 qt
6½”
8.60 lbs

A20447
15¾”
26.4 qt
7¾”
11.95 lbs

Item
Diameter
Volume
Height
Weight

A32464
12”
7.6 qt
41/8”
6.10 lbs

Matching Lids:

Matching Lids:

Lid
Weight

Lid
Weight

A20331 A32495 A20355 A20379 A20386 A20393
0.35 lbs 0.65 lbs 1.00 lbs 1.35 lbs 1.60 lbs 2.25 lbs

PROFISERIE HALF-STOCKPOT
Item
Diameter
Volume
Height
Weight

A33201
77/8”
4.0 qt
51/8”
1.70 lbs

A20133
9½”
6.7 qt
6”
3.75 lbs

A20157
11”
11.6 qt
7¼”
4.85 lbs

A20379 A20386
1.35 lbs 1.60 lbs

A32488
15¾”
18.5 qt
5¾”
12.75 lbs
A20393
2.25 lbs

PROFISERIE STOCKPOT
A20164
12”
14.2 qt
7¾”
6.85 lbs

A20171
13½”
20.1 qt
85/8”
8.75 lbs

A20188
15¾”
31.7 qt
95/8”
12.25 lbs

Item
Diameter
Volume
Height
Weight

A20263
9½”
11.6 qt
4¾”
9.67 lbs

Matching Lids:

Matching Lids:

Lid
Weight

Lid
Weight
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A32471
13½”
11.4 qt
4¾”
7.75 lbs

A20331 A20348 A20355 A20379 A20386 A20393
0.35 lbs 0.45 lbs 1.00 lbs 1.35 lbs 1.60 lbs 2.25 lbs

A20270
11”
17.7 qt
8½”
11.24 lbs

A20348 A20355
0.45 lbs 1.00 lbs

A20287
12”
22.2 qt
95/8”
12.03 lbs

A20294
13½”
31.7 qt
12”
13.60 lbs

A20300
15¾”
52.6 qt
117/8”
15.98 lbs

A20379
1.35 lbs

A20386
1.60 lbs

A20393
2.25 lbs

CATERING

Designed for commercial use
• 2 mm / 0.08” thick copper core is sandwiched between 18/10 stainless steel to guarantee even heat distribution
• Grooved stainless steel handle for firm grip
• Dishwasher and oven safe
• NFS Certified
• Withstands temperatures up to 1800°F
• Limited Lifetime Warranty
• Multiple spot welded handle for superior durability and easy cleaning

CATERING FRYPAN
Item
Diameter
Height
Weight

A18307
77/8”
2”
1.25 lbs

Matching Lids:

Item
Diameter
Volume
Height
Weight

Lid
A18222 A18246 A32532 A18284
Weight
0.45 lbs 0.65 lbs 1.10 lbs 1.45 lbs
* Largest pan #A18369 comes with helping handle

Matching Lids:
Lid #
Weight

CATERING SAUTE PAN

CATERING SAUCIER PAN

Item
Diameter
Volume
Height
Weight

Item
Diameter
Volume
Height
Weight

A18413
9½”
3.2 qt
3”
3.30 lbs

A18321
9½”
2”
2.40 lbs

CATERING SAUCEPAN

A18437
11”
4.9 qt
31/3”
4.05 lbs

A18345
11”
2”
3.90 lbs

A18369*
13½”
2¼”
7.45 lbs

A18116
5½”
1.1 qt
27/8”
1.10 lbs
-

A18130
71/8”
2.4 qt
35/8”
1.45 lbs

A18147
77/8”
3.3 qt
41/8”
2.25 lbs

A18161
9½”
5.9 qt
5¼”
4.50 lbs

A18185
11”
9.5 qt
6”
6.05 lbs

A18208 A18215 A18222 A18246 A18260
0.30 lbs 0.40 lbs 0.45 lbs 0.65 lbs 1.10 lbs

A32525
77/8”
2.06 qt
3”
1.15 lbs

Matching Lids:

Matching Lids:

Lid
Weight

Lid
Weight

A18246 A32532
0.65 lbs 1.10 lbs

A18123
6¼”
1.7 qt
3¼”
1.30 lbs

A32532
9½”
3.35 qt
31/3”
1.80 lbs

A18222 A18246
0.45 lbs 0.65 lbs
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CATERING RONDEAU CASSEROLE

CATERING BRAISIER CASSEROLE

Item
Diameter
Volume
Height
Weight

Item
Diameter
Volume
Height
Weight

A18376
12”
7.5 qt
4”
6.80 lbs

A18383
13½”
11.4 qt
45/8”
9.75 lbs

A18390
15¾”
18.5 qt
55/8”
13.30 lbs

Matching Lids:
Lid
Weight

A18055
9½”
5.4 qt
63/8”
4.65 lbs

A18079
11”
8.6 qt
7¼”
7.20 lbs

A18086
12”
11.2 qt
7½”
8.95 lbs

A18093
13½”
15.3 qt
81/3”
10.15 lbs

A18109
15¾”
26.4 qt
9½”
15.65 lbs

A18246 A18260
0.65 lbs 1.10 lbs

A18277
1.40 lbs

A18284
1.45 lbs

A18291
2.25 lbs

Matching Lids:

A18277 A18284
1.40 lbs 1.45 lbs

A18291
2.25 lbs

Lid
Weight

PRESSURE COOKER with TIMER
CATERING STOCKPOT
Item
Diameter
Volume
Height
Weight

A18444
9½”
11.6 qt
9½”
4.85 lbs

A18468
11”
17.7 qt
11”
8.3 lbs

A18475
12”
22.2 qt
12”
10.4 lbs

A18482
13½”
31.7 qt
13½”
11.75 lbs

A18499
15¾”
52.6 qt
16”
18.4 lbs

A18246 A18260
0.65 lbs 1.10 lbs

A18277
1.40 lbs

A18284
1.45 lbs

A18291
2.25 lbs

Matching Lids:
Lid
Weight
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• 18/10 stainless steel – professional quality
• Reinforced, insulated Bakelite fittings
• 5 integrated safety devices
• Opens and closes easily with a simple quarter turn of the handle
• INDUCTION READY
Item
Diameter
Volume
Height
Height w/ lid
Weight

A01685
9½”
8.5 qt
93/5”
114/5”
10 lbs

UNIVERSAL STEAMER
Item A28269
Fits pans 6-8" in diameter; two handles
Lid A20331
Recommended for use with: Item# A33201, Half-Stockpot 4 qt.

STAINLESS STEEL NON-STICK FRYPAN

• Polished stainless steel exterior
• Sandwich bottom with aluminum core and stainless exterior
• 3 layer non-stick coating
• Reinforced stainless steel hollow handles minimize heat transfer
• INDUCTION READY
Item
A35243 A35250
Diameter 77/8”
9½”
Weight
1.30 lbs 2.0 lbs

A35267
11”
2.75 lbs

Matching Lids:
Lid
Weight

A20331 A20348
0.35 lbs 0.45 lbs

A20355
1.00 lbs

GOURMET GRILLING WRAPS

Wrap It! … Grill It!
Easy preparation – Attractive presentation
Bake or grill fish, seafood, meats, poultry, vegetables, fruit, cheese...
• Enhance your menu
• Less tending, no turning
• Perfect results every time
• Incredible flavor
• Food remains perfectly moist
EASY PREPARATION: Soak wraps for 10 – 15 minutes in water or flavor
enhancing liquid, such as broth or wine. Place food in center and fold sides
up. Tie with string or scallion, or simply place seam side down. Bake or grill
at 400°F. On the grill: Place directly on grill grates for 5 to 6 min. In the
oven: Place in baking pan for 8 to 10 min. Serve wrapped and allow your
guest to untie the parcel.
Item
0315
0317

Description
Size per Wrap
Case
Cedar Wraps
7.5” x 5.3” x 0.04” 400
Sweet Alder Wraps 7.5” x 5.3” x 0.04” 400
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bakeware

ZENKER BAKEWARE

Established 125 years ago in Southern
Germany, Zenker is one of the oldest and
largest bakeware manufacturers in the world.
All Zenker bakeware is made in Germany!
Exclusively brought to you by Frieling.

Superior Materials

Bakeware made in Germany by Zenker stands for quality, guaranteed. Your choice:

• Basic Tin-Plate

A good choice for the cost-conscious.

• Non-Stick Coated Carbon Steel (inside/out)
An excellent choice for non-stick baking.

• Enamel Coated Carbon Steel (inside/out)

Made to last; this line is patented and heat resistant up to 1,112°F / 600°C!

LAYER CAKE SLICING KIT

Makes slicing uniform layers a “piece of cake”! Slicing mold fits cakes of 10” to 11” diameter. Easily and safely slices up to 8
layers. Kit includes adjustable slicing mold, 12” baker's knife and 11” cake lifter. Pair it with our extra deep springform #Z8876
for up to 8 layers or a standard springform for up to 4 layers. Stainless Steel.
Z2411
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Layer Cake Slicing Kit

Springforms Galore!

3 Latch is easy to open/close
3 Chose among tin-plated, non-stick or extra sturdy enamel
3 Waffle textured bottom promotes easy release of baked goods
3 Replacement bottoms are available
3 Springforms are 2½” deep unless otherwise noted

STANDARD SPRINGFORMS
Z3435 7” non-stick base and collar
Z3401 9” non-stick base and collar
Z3402 10” non-stick base and collar

Z3301 7” tin-plated base and collar
Z3305 10” tin-plated base and collar
Z3306 11” tin-plated base and collar

SPRINGFORMS WITH 2 BASES
Z4302 10” leak-proof, 2 bases, non-stick

Z3408 10”, 2 bases, non-stick

TIERED SPRINGFORM

Not only is this a regular springform, but also a versatile
special cake pan: Its reversible bottom creates either a
tiered cake or a cake with special filling.
Z3598 Tiered Springform, 2 bases, 10”, non-stick
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LEAK-PROOF SPRINGFORM
Z4300 10” leak-proof, non-stick base and collar

Z6103 10” leak-proof, Enamel coated base and collar that are
scratch/cut resistant

CERAMIC BOTTOM SPRINGFORM
Z4350 Ceramic oversized platter (12½”) allows for baking,
serving and cutting all in one. 10” non-stick collar.

Z8876 3” deep. Heat resistant, ceramic base doubles as serving
platter (12½”). 10” non-stick collar.

RECTANGULAR SPRINGFORMS

HEART SPRINGFORM

Z6110 15” x 10” enamel coated oversized base, non-stick collar.
Leak-proof. Inside measurements 14½” x 9½” x 2”.
Z6120 11” x 17” enamel coated oversized base, non-stick collar.
Leak-proof. Inside measurements 10½” x 6½” x 2”.

Z3743 Heart shape with springform closure, 9½” diameter,
2½” deep, non-stick
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LOAF PANS
Z3417 10” x 4” x 2¾”, non-stick
Z3418 12” x 4” x 2¾”, non-stick

Z3345 10” x 4” x 2¾”, tin-plate
Z3346 12” x 4” x 2¾”, tin-plate

BUND PANS

MINI TART PANS

Z3421 10”, non-stick
Z6106 10”, enamel

Z3412 set of 6, diameter 4”, non-stick

FLAN/TART PANS
Z3414 11”, non-stick
Z6104 11”, enamel

Z3335 11”, tin-plate
Z3336 12”, tin-plate

MADELEINE PAN

SOCCER PAN

Z5133 Makes 12 madeleines. 15½” x 10”, non-stick.

Z2006 Makes 12 soccer ball halves or 6 complete soccer balls!
15” x 10½”, non-stick.
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TANNENBAUM PAN

DOUBLE HEART PAN

Z3771 Produces star shaped cookies or Tannenbaum trees (stack
the stars on the included skewers). Set of two pans and 25
wooden skewers.

Z3713 12” x 8” x 1¼” deep, non-stick

SQUARE PAN

ROUND PAN

Z3534 9” x 9”, non-stick

Z5128 10” diameter, 1¾” deep

ROASTING PANS

PIZZA PAN

Z6411 Regular roasting pan, non-stick,
14”x 10½” outside, 12 ½” x 9 ½” x 2” inside
Z6109 Large roasting pan, enamel,
16 ½” x 11 ½” outside, 15” x 10” x 2” inside

Z3790 13” crisper, non-stick

JELLY ROLL PANS

MUFFIN PANS

Z3480 Expandable jelly roll (from 14 ½” to 20 ½”)
Z5135 Large jelly roll, 16 ½” x 11 ½”, non-stick

Z3742 6 Muffins regular, 10” x 7”, non-stick
Z3744 12 Muffins, 15” x 10”, non-stick
Z4311 6 Muffins XXL, 15” x 12”, non-stick
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BROTFORMS

Proofing or Serving Baskets
A “Brotform” dough rising
basket gives your bread:
• Crunchy crust
• Improved texture
• Ribbed, floury décor
• Better rise
• Uniform shape

Complements your bread serving,
fitting any theme from rustic to contemporary.

European country breads and traditional hearth loaves are easy to make:
Simply flour the Brotform and place the kneaded dough in the basket for final rise. Once it has risen sufficiently, transfer the loaf onto a baking sheet to
bake. After use, simply tap out any excess flour. You can also brush out the flour with a dry, soft brush. Made of natural cane and hand woven, following
a century-old tradition.For deep cleaning, you may hand wash or occasionally put in dishwasher.
Item
3000
3001
3002
3003

Shape
Round
Round
Round
Round

Size
7”
8”
10”
11”

Yield
½ lb. loaf or 1–2 cups flour
1 lb. loaf or 2–3 cups flour
2 lb. loaf or 4–5 cups flour
3 - 4 lb. loaf or 7–8 cups flour

Item
3004
3005
3006
3007

Shape
Oval
Rectangle
Rectangle
Baguette

Size
10” x 7”
12” x 5½”
15” x 5½”
17” x 4”

Yield
1 lb. loaf or 2–3 cups flour
2 lb. loaf or 4–5 cups flour
3 lb. loaf or 7–8 cups flour
½ lb. loaf or 1–2 cups flour

PERFECT BEAKER®

With six measurement possibilities (cups, fl. oz., pints, tsp,
TBS and ml/ccm), and abundance of increments, this truly is a
Perfect Beaker®. Easily measure combined ingredients such as
1 cup + 2 TBS. Upper rack dishwasher-safe and constructed of
high-impact plastic. Available both with and without freshness
seal. BPA free SAN. Made by Emsa in Germany.
2206 050096
2206 990096

Perfect Beaker®
Perfect Beaker® with lid
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ADE - Weigh smarter™

Frieling teamed up with ADE Germany to
bring you these innovative scales. They
span the entire spectrum from kitchen
and bathroom scales over body (health)
analyzers to a portable luggage scale.
Win-win: Conceptualized and designed
by ADE Germany + produced in China =
you get what you need for your success:
German engineering at low prices.
Weigh smarter™!

PRECISION SCALES - DIGITAL

Small, precise and equipped with all the benefits of a full size kitchen scale:
3 Automatic shut-off
3 Tare and hold function
3 Battery and overload indicator
3 Capacity: 300 g / 10.58 oz.

3 Increments: 0.1 g / 0.005 oz.
3 Lithium battery included
3 3 year warranty (against manufacturing defects)

POCKET SCALE

Compact, yet powerful! A plastic lid doubles as a measuring
tray. Includes a travel pouch. Dimensions: 2¾” x 4” x ½”
RW220 Pocket Scale

SPOON SCALE

This ingenious scale features a built in level that allows
weighing while holding the spoon. Scoop, weigh, and pour!
Dimensions: 9.4” x 1.9” x 1.3”
KE900 Spoon Scale
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KITCHEN SCALES - DIGITAL
The only weigh to measure!™

3 Automatic shut-off
3 Add ‘n weigh (tare function)
3 Battery and overload indicator

3 Increments: 1 g / 0.04 oz.
3 Lithium battery included unless otherwise noted
3 3 year warranty (against manufacturing defects)

LETICIA

Leticia comes with a brushed stainless steel bowl (2 L / 2 qt). This multi-tasking
kitchen scale includes a built-in timer. It can even measure the ambient temperature.
Base and bowl are made of brushed stainless steel. Capacity 5 kg / 11 lbs.,
increments 1 g / 0.04 oz.
KE704 Leticia

TINA

Weighing surface is made of sanitary, brushed stainless steel. Tina features a blue
on black LCD display that is easy to read. Two sensor touch buttons (no pressing
necessary). Capacity 5 kg / 11 lbs., increments 1 g / 0.04 oz.
KE1007

Tina

SLIM

Weighs dry and liquid ingredients (lb., fl. oz., g, ml). Ultra thin (not even ½”), this
scale can be stored anywhere (upright on a shelf or flat in a drawer). The surface is
made of tempered glass. Two sensor touch buttons. White on black display is very
easy to read. Capacity 5 kg / 11 lbs., increments 1 g / 0.04 oz.
KE915
KE863

Slim, White
Slim, Black

FRANCA

Features a removable, dishwasher safe measuring beaker; it disconnects with simple “click” from
the scale’s handle. A large display is located on top of the handle, where it is easy to read. Scale
weighs dry and liquid ingredients (lb., fl. oz., g, ml). The frosted beaker displays L/ml, cups/fl. oz.
on its sides (total volume 1 L / 34 fl. oz.). Capacity 3 kg / 6 lbs. 10 oz., increments 1 g / 0.04 oz.
KE919
KE933

Franca, Black
Franca, Red
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BATHROOM SCALES - DIGITAL
3 Tap-on technology
3 Automatic shut-off
3 Battery and overload indicator

3 Weighs in kg / lbs / st (British stones)
3 Lithium battery included
3 3 year warranty (against manufacturing defects)

MARTINA

Genuine ½” thick bamboo serves as the weighing surface, making it extra robust.
Easy to read blue lit LCD display. Capacity 150 kg / 331 lbs., increments 100 g / 4 oz.
BE925

Martina

KLARA

A mere ¾” high, with ¼” thick safety glass.
Capacity 150 kg / 331 lbs., increments 100 g / 4 oz.
BE1006 Klara, Two-toned
BE711 Klara, White

BATHROOM SCALES - BODY ANALYZERS

For health conscious guests: These bathroom scales go beyond displaying only the weight. They are intelligent body analyzers:
3 High-tech sensors weigh and analyze body fat
and fluids to the nearest 0.1%
3 Tap-on technology
3 Automatic shut-off

3 Battery and overload indicator
3 Weighs in kg / lbs / st (British stones)
3 Lithium battery included
3 3 year warranty (against manufacturing defects)

BARBARA

Natural ¼” thick bamboo serves as the weighing surface. Analyzes body fat, fluids
and muscle mass to the nearest 0.1%. Analyzes bone mass to nearest 100 g. Sensortouch for ease of operation. 10 user memory.
Capacity 150 kg / 331 lbs., increments 100 g / 4 oz.
BA914
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Barbara

DOROTHEA

A mere ¾” high. Analyzes body fat, fluids, and muscle mass to the nearest 0.1%. Analyzes bone mass to nearest 100 g. Weighing
surface made of ¼” thick safety glass. 10 user memory. Blue lit LCD completes the stylish yet classic look that will fit into every
room décor. Capacity 180 kg / 397 lbs., increments 100 g / 4 oz.
BA905
BA910
BA911

Dorothea, Black
Dorothea, White
Dorothea, Silver

MARISA

Analyzes body fat, fluids, and muscle mass to the nearest 0.1%; bone mass to
nearest 100 g. The weighing surface is made of ¼” thick safety glass. 10 user
memory. Timeless design packed with lots of features.
Capacity 150 kg / 331 lbs., increments 100 g / 4 oz.
BA915

Marisa

LUGGAGE SCALE - DIGITAL

Ideal for hotel staff use at check-out and as a guest room amenity.
Easy to use: Latch strap onto luggage handle, lift briefly, set down; know in seconds the weight
of luggage before traveling. Body made of high-quality ABS plastics. LCD display: 1½” x ¾”.
Capacity 55 kg / 121 lbs., increments 100 g / 4oz.
KW901

Luggage Scale
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